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Prayer and Sacrifice
People may lose their faith instantly if they think that the devotion to Mary,
the Mother of GOD, is not necessary. I know that today the devils and
archdevils are in the skies, so much so that the earth would be shrouded
in darkness if we were able to see them. They receive their power due to
mens sins. These dark powers cause people to have frequent distractions
during prayer. If you are distracted in spite of all efforts to the contrary,
then rejoice because through your struggling for devotion your prayer will
become even more valuable.
GOD will ask you: Child, what was your intention? Then You can tell
Him: Ah LORD, I wanted to say such a good prayer today. Again I failed!
GOD looks into your heart, He sees your good will and says: It is all right,
My child! You have now even added to your prayer the sacrifice of your
struggle. Things are often so different from what people think they are.
Just do your best and love GOD, for those who love Him want for nothing. Amen!

Excerpt from the sermon of 20 May 2012

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!
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Mary, Our Empress
Roses for Mary
How shall I express the love for Mary, the Mother of GOD? It is impossible to put this into words. It can only be sensed. Empress Mary
 she is so powerful, so majestic! GODs whole light shines on her
and from her it radiates to us men.

A Downward Career
In the year zero the SAVIOUR started a dramatic downward career.
We men for the most part strive for an upward career. GOD the SON,
the SAVIOUR, above Whom there is no one, humiliates Himself in His
incomprehensible Majesty to such an extent that He comes down into
the dark womb of the Virgin Mary and starts a frugal, poor life on
earth. At the end of His earthly life there is no imperial or royal throne
waiting for Him, but the cross.
In addition to this self-divestment of JESUS is the fact that the SAVIOUR
made His redemptive work dependent on a human being, which is
the Virgin Mary. This Virgin was given the opportunity to say yes or
no to the election of being the Mother of GOD. Had she said no
or had she hesitated, the human race could not have been saved. But
because she said: Behold, the handmaid of the LORD. Be it done
unto me according to Your word!, the whole of mankind is now able
to reach Heaven. But man must make an effort to live according to
what pleases to GOD. We must be pleasing to GOD, not pleasing to
some or other preacher. We are to live according to the SAVIOURs
teachings as they were handed down to us by the Apostles and the
Evangelists, and as they were taught us by GOD-pleasing people by
word and example.

We Worship GOD Alone
The devotion to the Mother of GOD must not be idolatry. We do not
worship the Mother of GOD, we venerate her! Hell is trembling and
defeated because of the majesty and power of Mary. She is our advocate.
We will never be able or worthy, without any love, just as we are, to go
and stand before the SAVIOUR, before GOD. The Mother of GOD leads
us to Him. That is her duty and that is what she wants to do.  My parents
were wonderful people, my father would even laugh about our boyish
pranks. But if we had a wish, for example if we wished to have a bicycle,
not a new one, of course, we would go to our mother. Mum, can you put
dad in the right mood so that we can have a bicycle? Likewise we go to
Mary if we have a wish: Mary, would you try to win GOD over for us?

Too often the Rosary is just rattled off. Once, when visiting a church, in
which people were busy praying the Rosary like that, I could not take it
anymore. As I was wearing the clerical collar, I rose from my seat, went
up to these men and said: What are you doing? If you are in a restaurant,
you can sweet-talk the waitress with honeyed words. But with the most
wonderful, perfect girl you make such a rattling noise. Talk with Mary as
if you saw this most beautiful creature of GOD.
When people pray to Mary I often only sense: Give me this; give me that;
pray for me concerning this or that. Hardly anyone says: I venerate You,
I love you. I wish Your wishes to come true. The evil of the world today
is that people just want the getting part instead of the giving one, even in
marriage.

Only to GOD I Bend My Knees

A Bunch of Roses

Many years ago I said: I bend my knees to GOD alone and to no one
else! When I prayed the rosary some time later, I suddenly realized: Just
a moment, now I am actually kneeling! Then I became aware of Marys
presence  I do not know how to put it into words  she was of an incomprehensible majesty going beyond the whole universe. Hell trembled
and shook on account of the tiniest ray of light of Mary. It was a tremendous sight! Now it no longer bothered me to kneel before the Mother of
GOD, oh no, on the contrary. You will remember that, when I enthroned
the Mother of GOD as Empress, I ordered Hell: In the Name of the Almighty, Triune GOD and as Sword-Bishop of JESUS CHRIST I command
all doomed angels and souls of Hell: Bow down before the Empress Mary!
Bow down now and be defeated, now and always and to all eternity!

At the time of the Childrens Prayer Storm there were some children sitting before me. At that time families used to pray the Rosary quite a lot,
and for this reason I asked the children: Do you, too, have to pray the
Rosary at home? When I noticed that some of them, with a profound
sigh, said yes, I took the rosary into my hand and said: You are right,
there are a lot of beads on it. But is it really as bad as you think? Look, if
you take a bead and say: Hail Mary
, Mary will listen attentively to
you and quite delighted will look down from Heaven on you telling the
Saints around her: Look, this child greets me! She is so full of joy that
she forgets about all the great Saints and only looks at you. If you now
see Mary so happy, it will be easy for you to go on: You are full of grace;
the LORD is with You; You are blessed among women  Depending on
how ardently you pray, a wonderful rose will spring from each bead, and
depending on how much your heart is involved, a wonderful fragrance
will emanate from this rose.

Speaking with GOD
I am not fond of hearing the word praying. I prefer to say speaking with
GOD! Is that not overwhelming: to the Almighty, all-powerful GOD we
are allowed to say You, to say Father, Daddy. Because, correctly
translated, Abba does not mean Father but Daddy. So if you gather
for prayer, remember that it is not so important that you have prayed the
Rosary, but that you pray it to the best of your ability contemplating with
your heart.

I further said: Will you give your mother just one flower on Mothers
Day?  No, a whole bunch of flowers! they all answered. You see, your
heavenly Mother, too, will be pleased with a whole bunch of flowers. Look,
there are many flowers to pick here, and I showed them the rosary. Every
bead on this string is a flower. With every Hail Mary you will pick one of
them.

